
Dear Members & Partners,

We have touched the mid-year mark and I can’t believe how fast time flies. It was an amazing first
half for AAS and I am excited about what is in store for the second half this year. I have been
waiting to share some of the key developments over the past month.
 
I am excited to announce that Andrea Della Mattea has kindly accepted our invitation to join our
esteemed Council of Advisors. As President of Microsoft Asia-Pacific, Andrea is responsible for
leading Microsoft’s strategy and operations in the region. Andrea is a distinguished alum of James
Cook University and was also awarded Honorary Doctor of Engineering for her outstanding
achievement in the field of engineering. In addition, she serves on the advisory board for James
Cook University. In March, Andrea was also appointed as an Independent Non-executive director
of HSBC. With Andrea’s extensive experience and contribution in the space of technology and her
focus and advocacy in the areas of inclusivity, women in leadership and closing gender gap in
technology, I have no doubt that AAS will immensely benefit from her guidance and support.
 
Our Council of Advisor Philip Forrest is no stranger to the Australian alumni and business community
in Singapore. Philip was appointed as Member of the Order of Australia for his outstanding
contributions to Australia-Singapore business relations over the past many decades. AAS can’t thank
Philip Forrest AM for his contributions in helping AAS transform into this vibrant organization that
we are today.
 
AAS organised first of our bi-monthly in person networking event on 22nd June 2022 in partnership
with Fraxtor. Oliver Siah shared about Fraxtor’s unique platform and how it offers easy access to
global real estate investment opportunities otherwise out of reach for the investors. If you are keen
to know more, please reach out to AAS and we will be more than happy to connect you to Oliver
and his team at Fraxtor. We were extremely pleased with the turnout with nearly 100 people
registering for the event. I was delighted to meet a lot of new faces and re-connect with many
familiar faces. If you missed this opportunity, I highly recommend you to lookout for our upcoming
event in August. Please follow us on our social media channels for the photos from the event and to
stay updated on future events.
 
Melbourne Brunch Festival 2022 organised by Global Victoria and Agriculture Victoria is landing in
Singapore for the first time this July. 11 restaurants in Singapore will come together to present
special brunch menus made with the best produce from the state of Victoria. The event runs from
July 1 to July 31. Check the newsletter for more details. You wouldn’t want to miss the Melbourne
brunch!
 
Finally, as highlighted in our last newsletter AAS 67th Anniversary Gala Dinner will be held this year
on Saturday 12th November 2022 at Fairmont Singapore. We are looking forward to hosting 450
alumni in our post-pandemic celebration. Please watch this space for more updates on the event.

Yours Sincerely,

Rajaneesh R Kurup
#forwardtogether
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LYNN WONG, CFO & DIRECTOR - SIEMENS LOGISTICS |
PRESIDENT, MURDOCH SINGAPORE ALUMNI CHAPTER
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AAS MEMBER SPOTLIGHT 

Lynn is currently the Chief Financial Officer (CFO) & Director with Siemens
Logistics of Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand. She has worked for more
than 20 years with Multinational Companies (MNCs), headquartered in
Germany, Japan, and the United States mostly deal with Business to
Business (B2B) models involving the sales and distribution of industrial
products/systems, turnkey solutions projects and research & development
projects. She has performed functions in the areas of Accounting &
Finance, Mergers and acquisitions, Business Administration, Commercial
Management, Supply Change Management, Risk Management, and
Business Process Transformation among other duties.

e graduated with a Bachelor of Business (BBus) from Monash University, a Master of Business
ministration (MBA), and a Master of Professional Accounting (MPA) from Murdoch University. 

ssionate about advocating for women’s welfare & development as well as wanting to
ntribute back to the community, Lynn volunteers in Grassroots Organization and is currently
ving as a Chairperson in the Women’s Executive Committee (WEC) of a Community Club (CC)
the Northeast District. She is a Council Member with the Women’s Integration Network (WIN)
uncil of People's Association, the Honorary Treasurer with the Singapore Business &

ofessional Women’s Association (SBPWA), and the Business & Professional Women Federation
PW Singapore).  

ving served in the Murdoch University Alumni Singapore Chapter for the past 4 years as the
norary Secretary, she is extremely excited to be appointed as the President of the Murdoch
versity Alumni, Singapore Chapter to continue her passion for fostering a sense of community

d support among alumni. 

e is looking to meet with most of you during her serving term.

AUSTRALIAN HIGH COMMISSION UPDATE 

Did you know that the largest exhibition of art works
by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander artists to ever
tour Asia is on now in Singapore? Running from 27 May
until 25 September, ‘Ever Present’ includes historical
and contemporary art works by over 150 Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander artists from across Australia. 

Drawn from the collections of the National Gallery of
Australia and Wesfarmers Collection of Australian Art,
the art works show deep interconnections between
past and present, as well as extraordinary artistic
innovation. 

The Australian High Commission, Singapore is
honoured to support this significant exhibition that
celebrates Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander art,
while also grappling with Australia’s complex histories.
The exhibition’s exciting programme includes artist
talks and lectures, family art tours, performances and
hands-on workshops. 

Find out more about ‘Ever Present’ and related events
at https://www.nationalgallery.sg/everpresent. 

H A V E  Y O U  H A D  T H E  C H A N C E  T O  V I S I T  T H E  ' E V E R  P R E S E N T '  E X H I B I T I O N  I N  S I N G A P O R E ?  

Tony Albert, Girramay/Yidinji/Kuku-Yalanji peoples, 
ASH on Me, 2008, vintage ceramic ashtrays on vinyl lettering,

overall 150 x 150 cm, National Gallery of Australia, 
Kamberri/Canberra, purchased 2009, 

©the artist and Sullivan+Strumpf, Gadigal Nura/Sydney
 

https://www.nationalgallery.sg/everpresent
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As President of Asia Pacific, Andrea leads Microsoft’s strategic direction
and operations in the region, supporting digital acceleration across 16
countries, and driving the company’s mission of empowering every
person and every organization on the planet to achieve more. 

She and her team enable businesses of all sizes to embrace technology
as a platform for continuous innovation and inclusive economic growth.
Andrea has more than 25 years of experience in the technology sector
and is an enthusiastic advocate for inclusivity. That includes
encouraging girls in science, technology, engineering and maths
(STEM), women in leadership roles and enhancing the employability of
people with disabilities. 

Before joining Microsoft in 2017, she served in a series of senior
leadership roles at Insight Enterprises & Software Spectrum in North
America and APAC, including her most recent role as Asia Pacific
Managing Director where she advocated technology-driven business
outcomes, transformational leadership, digital acceleration, and
business empowerment. 

MS. ANDREA DELLA MATTEA
MEET OUR NEWEST COUNCIL OF ADVISOR

A distinguished alum of James Cook University, Andrea completed a Bachelor of Engineering
(Computer Systems) with Class 1 Honours and was the inaugural recipient of the JCU Outstanding
Alumni Award for the College of Science and Engineering. 

Della Mattea is also a Graduate Member of the Australian Institute of Company Directors, was
appointed as an Independent Non-executive Director of The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking
Corporation Limited and serves on the Board of Directors for Meals on Wheels in New South Wales,
Australia. She is on the Advisory Board for James Cook University and was awarded an Honorary
Doctor of Engineering honoris causa in recognition of her outstanding achievement in the field of
Engineering and her service to the University in 2022. 

CONGRATULATIONS PHILIP FORREST AM
MR. PHILIP FORREST AWARDED IN 2022 QUEEN’S BIRTHDAY HONOURS
LIST

Mr Philip Forrest AM, a member of the AAS Council of Advisors was
appointed a Member of the Order of Australia on 13 June 2022. He was
recognized for significant service to Australia-Singapore business relations.
The award was named in the 2022 Queen’s Birthday Honours List — which
recognizes outstanding service and inspiring achievements in Queensland,
Australia and abroad.
He also serves on Advisory Board at James Cook University (JCU) in
Singapore and is the Chair of its Sub-Committee for the Business School
and a Council Member of the Singapore Institute of Directors. In addition, 
 he serves as a Singapore-based independent company director focused
on the Australia/ASEAN commercial relationship. 
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PAST EVENT HIGHLIGHTS

What makes a person come off as an introvert or an extrovert? When it comes to forming impressions of someone’s personality, people often rely on observing
behavioural cues — including appearance, body language, and other non-verbal cues. The judgement of other people’s personality traits is crucial because they can
impact interpersonal relationships, such as promote friendships, enhance chemistry in romantic relationships, and even affect hiring decisions.

In the current climate, the widespread use of mobile and online communication (e.g., online chatting, phone calls) has resulted in social interactions without traditional
visual cues such as gestures. Face-to-face interactions also suffer from incomplete visual information due to mask-wearing measures that aim to curb the spread of the
coronavirus. Therefore, Dr Deming (Adam) Wang, Senior Lecturer of Psychology at James Cook University in Singapore, set out to examine response timing — “a non-
visual, non-verbal, yet ever-present social cue” — with regards to perceived extraversion.

“We sought to test the prediction that responders providing a response immediately (versus after a slight pause) are perceived as more extraverted because immediate
responses reflect lower levels of responder nervousness and passivity,” says Dr Wang. “We believe that this prediction is imperative to test because response timing is a
ubiquitous feature of social interactions that could have surreptitious or insidious effects on important social outcomes.”
Previous research has shown that response timing is associated with impressions of honesty, confidence, certainty, compliance, and intelligence. For example, studies
have shown that compared to immediate responses, delayed responses are often perceived as higher in quality, since response delays signal cognitive effort and thought
calibration. However, response delays are also seen to reflect uncertainty, doubt, reluctance, or hesitation. In situations where deception and honesty may be pertinent,
delayed responses have been shown to be judged as less sincere, since response delays could be attributed to the responder taking time to fabricate a lie.

Over a series of studies, Dr Wang’s research (published in Journal of Experimental Psychology: General. https://doi.org/10.1037/xge0001254) showed that prompt
responses were seen as relaxed and proactive, while responses after a slight pause are considered to signal nervousness and passivity in social interactions, even with
close friends. As a result, responders providing a prompt response were judged to be more extraverted than those who provided the response after a slight delay.

Dr Wang remarks, “Specifically, a slight difference in response timing (e.g., responding after four vs. two seconds) could be enough for job interviewers to form different
impressions of applicants’ extraversion levels, even when the question was not straightforward and rightfully required some thought, and consequently judge them to be
differentially suitable for different types of jobs”. The study showed that people are seen as more suitable to take on social jobs (such as salespersons) if they respond to
questions swiftly in job interviews, and if they respond after a short pause, they are seen as more suitable to solitary jobs (such as admin staff). These findings highlight
the important role of response timing as a non-verbal cue that influences personality impression formation processes. More importantly, it highlights that response timing
and other seemingly subtle social cues could potentially influence important social outcomes in life, such as whether people are hired for a job.”

Of course, since response timing can be controlled volitionally, the findings also suggest that individuals may take advantage of response timing to appear more
introverted or extraverted, whatever their goal is. For example, a person could intentionally delay their response timing if they are motivated to appear more introverted.
On the other hand, they could begin responding more promptly if they wish to appear more extraverted, and if they need more time to prepare their answer, they could
use filler words and phrases like “Umm…” or “That’s a good question…” while they prepare their answer.
Dr Wang points out: “Observers are cautioned to be mindful that not all non-verbal cues are equally reliable in extraversion judgements, since response timing is a
relatively controllable exception.”

PAPER

Wang, D., Ziano, I. (2022) Faster Responders are Perceived as more Extraverted. Journal of Experimental Psychology: General. 
https://doi.org/10.1037/xge0001254

Check out Dr Adam Wang’s staff and research profiles.
Discover further information on areas of research and research strength at James Cook University in Singapore.

Contacts
Dr Adam Wang adam.wang@jcu.edu.au
Media: Mr Edwin Teo edwin.teo@jcu.edu.au

DO You respond to questions quickly? You might be seen as an extravert

New research explores the link between response timing and perceived extraversion, and how it
influences hiring decisions and other interpersonal situations.

PARTNER UPDATES

https://www.jcu.edu.sg/news/releases/the-hidden-social-cost-of-wearing-face-masks
https://www.jcu.edu.sg/about-us/staff-profiles/dr.-adam-wang
https://www.jcu.edu.au/news/releases/2021/february/slow-lies-sincerity-is-in-the-timing
https://doi.org/10.1037/xge0001254
https://doi.org/10.1037/xge0001254
https://doi.org/10.1037/xge0001254
https://www.jcu.edu.sg/about-us/staff-profiles/dr.-adam-wang
https://www.jcu.edu.sg/research
mailto:adam.wang@jcu.edu.au
mailto:edwin.teo@jcu.edu.au
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PAST EVENT HIGHLIGHTS

The MOU strengthens cooperation between JCU in Singapore and OPP through initiatives such as internships,
student/staff attachments, education research, and community projects. These collaboration opportunities aim to help
enhance Singapore’s sustainability efforts by promoting knowledge and awareness on sustainability and aquaculture
— as well as the exploration of flora and fauna in the northern waters of Singapore, and nature-based solutions such
as bioremediation — to deepen the community’s understanding of ocean conservation and prevention of ocean
pollution. One of the innovative sustainable solutions that this partnership is interested in exploring includes creating
innovative products from seaweed such as seaweed leathers and bioplastics.

JCU in Singapore has previously worked with OPP through student volunteers, who helped OPP with maintenance works
at floating offshore fish farms, such as tying of barrels and changing of wooden planks.

Sustainable development underpins much of JCU’s teaching and research, and is central to our lives and our work, as
well as JCU’s role as a university for the Tropics. This collaboration advances JCU’s commitment towards sustainability,
and contributes to the Sustainable Development Goals, including Sustainable Cities and Communities, Responsible
Consumption and Production, and Life Below Water. At the same time, the signing of this MOU dovetails neatly with
JCU’s annual celebration of International Day of the Tropics, which highlights the diversity of the Tropics and the
challenges and opportunities faced by countries within this region.

Mathilda D’silva, Founder and CEO of Ocean Purpose Project, said, “Our ocean produces more than 50 per cent of the
planet’s oxygen, sustains over a billion people, and provides work to about 40 million employees. The time pressure is
on everyone in ocean conservation to disrupt sustainability as we know it. It’s not just the domain of tree-huggers or
corporates trying to make themselves look good on the ESG spreadsheets. We need to create a ‘blue ocean’ of
possibility and rewrite what ‘business as usual’ really is. That starts with a strong foundation in research and an even
stronger commitment to diving deep into solution the way JCU’s aquaculture and sustainability teams have done with
us over the years. We have been honoured to have their expertise and support to explore and test-bed innovative
projects with researchers and students alike, journeying beyond theory towards hands-on application. This MOU marks
a remarkable step in Ocean Purpose Project’s history towards joining the hands of citizen science and established
research from JCU’s Singapore and Australia campuses, a truly exciting moment for us.”

Professor Chris Rudd OBE, Deputy Vice Chancellor and Head of Campus, Singapore at JCU, said, “As the world’s
population grows and becomes increasingly urbanised, it is especially important to discern and promote a sustainable
way forward. With sustainability being a cornerstone of JCU’s core philosophy, this partnership demonstrates how we
work together with experts in the field to advance our sustainability goals and improve the lives of communities in the
greater region.”

Find out more about the Singapore campus of James Cook University.

Find out more about our Environmental Science courses.

Discover further information on areas of research and research strength at James Cook University in Singapore.

Contacts

Media: Mr Edwin Teo edwin.teo@jcu.edu.au

JCU in Singapore signs MOU with Ocean Purpose Project to enhance
collaboration and promote sustainability

The collaboration aims to benefit communities by promoting and furthering
knowledge in sustainability and aquaculture.

James Cook University (JCU) in
Singapore signed a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) on 11 June 2022
with Ocean Purpose Project (OPP), a
Singaporean social enterprise
committed to driving ocean
conservation and plastic pollution
prevention via disruptive and creative
projects.

The signing took place in conjunction
with a beach clean-up and the launch
of the OPP Beach Hub — which will
serve as a focal point for monthly beach
clean-ups as well as a place for
students and researchers to gather
while they are out on the ground or at
sea.

https://www.facebook.com/jcu.singapore.fanpage/posts/pfbid02ksmggh87HZbGqSVrBbYJuNDxiNu3VM7ovCGdtigicWo4x3JeYzoxm8Mpo5f5nzRtl
https://sdgs.un.org/goals
https://sdgs.un.org/goals/goal11
https://sdgs.un.org/goals/goal12
https://sdgs.un.org/goals/goal14
https://www.un.org/en/observances/tropics-day
https://www.jcu.edu.sg/about-us/the-singapore-campus-of-james-cook-university
https://www.jcu.edu.sg/courses-and-study/courses/environmental-science
https://www.jcu.edu.sg/research
mailto:edwin.teo@jcu.edu.au
https://www.oceanpurposeproject.com/


Ms Rachel Kelly  
Management Committee Member and Head of Student Chapter, Singapore Press Club
Rachel Kelly is a multi-award winning journalist with over 15 years of experience under her belt. Rachel has covered
various significant events across the globe, having her career span across Asia, Middle East, Europe, and the US. She
started off her career in broadcast journalism in 2007 and was one of the first journalists to report for multiple
platforms, encompassing TV, radio and print nationwide. Well versed in business current affairs, she was recognised
for her skills in financial reporting and was recently awarded Investor Education Journalist of the Year 2021 and a
Special Award for Financial Journalism in 2012 for the Securities Investors Association (Singapore) Investors' Choice
Awards. Rachel was also recognised for her work in covering environmental issues by the Singapore Environment
Council. Rachel takes pride with having worked with prominent figures globally, the most memorable interviews she
has conducted are those with Jane Goodall, Jack Ma, and Christine Lagarde.
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Since 2020, COVID-19 (Coronavirus Disease) has impacted tourism as a contagious global pandemic. The tourist's perception of safety
and risk has a significant impact on post-pandemic travel behaviour and perception of the destination. This session will explore the role of
media in times of pandemics on both the supply and demand sides of tourism, from the perspectives of academic and industry experts, and
will serve as a forum for discussing research opportunities and resolving some of the issues.

Ms Gerardine Donough-Tan  
Freelance Writer and Editor; Sessional Lecturer, James Cook University, Singapore
Gerardine Donough-Tan writes for trade media, specialising in business events/MICE and travel & tourism. She also
consults and conducts training in Marketing PR. At JCUS, she teaches MICE in the Master’s program and previously
taught Disaster Resilience in the Master's in Planning & Urban Design. Her previous corporate experience was in
Singapore Airlines, Tradewinds Tours & Travel and TTG Asia Media. Voluntary activities include guiding in museums
and heritage trails. She is a member of the Singapore Press Club and Institute of Public Relations of Singapore and
sits in the Heritage Committee of the Eurasian Association.

Dr Zohre Mohammadi
Senior Research Fellow - Tourism, James Cook University, Singapore
Dr Zohre Mohammadi is currently a Senior Research Fellow in Tourism at James Cook University, Singapore. She
received her PhD in Tourism in 2019 with her qualitative study on Childhood Travel Experiences and Motivations. She
has a number of papers published in prestigious international journals and conferences, as well as book chapters. She
has also served as a reviewer for journals and a member of scientific committees for conferences. Additionally, she
benefits from conducting her research using novel qualitative methods, and she is quite confident in deploying and
exploring this approach more extensively in future research activities.

Emerging Leaders Series #3: Fact or Fake – Media Impact on Tourism Futures

Webinar time

4:30 pm GMT+8 (Singapore)

Speaker Profile

When: 14 July 2022, 4:30pm -- 5:30pm
Location: Online Webinar

https://jcu.zoom.us/webinar/register/9016522455875/WN_KsRx0R5aR7iQOsP5lQw-XQ
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PAST EVENT HIGHLIGHTS

Victoria’s startup ecosystem has grown exponentially, and the state is now home to more than
1,900 startups, contributing to an estimate of AUD 17 billion (USD 11.7 billion) to the economy.  
Melbourne provides opportunities across a myriad of sectors, including life sciences,
software-as-a-service, artificial intelligence, blockchain, advanced manufacturing, the
internet of things, big data, and fintech. 

The city contributes to 64 per cent of Australia’s economic activity and startups can leverage
on various initiatives and programs developed by the Victorian government to help them scale
domestically and globally. 

LaunchVic, the government agency that oversees the growth of the startup sector in Victoria,
introduced a program in 2020 called Accelerate, a AUD 40 million (USD 27.9 million)
initiative to support high-potential startups over a four-year period. Other government-
backed funds include the AUD 60 million (USD 41.8 million) Victorian Startup Capital Fund,
and the AUD 2 billion (USD 1.4 billion) Breakthrough Victoria Fund.

Victoria has seen a growing number of Singaporean startups anchoring themselves in the state
such as health tech startup, Homage. Gillian Tee, Co-Founder and CEO of Homage, said at
the summit that she believes startups have benefited greatly from the support. “We were
helped by the readiness of corporates to step into a partnership and their adoption of
technology. It’s a really exciting time for us in Australia. We have more than 1,000 health care
workers in Victoria. We’re expanding and growing our team in Australia,” Tee said.

Read the full article at Focus on Melbourne: Australia’s hotspot for startups | KrASIA (kr-
asia.com)

AAS members interested to expand your business into Victoria may visit the Invest Victoria
website or contact sharifah.khairunnisa@global.vic.gov.au for a discussion.

Melbourne – Australia’s technology hub for startups

https://kr-asia.com/focus-on-melbourne-australias-hotspot-for-startups
https://kr-asia.com/focus-on-melbourne-australias-hotspot-for-startups
https://www.invest.vic.gov.au/
mailto:sharifah.khairunnisa@global.vic.gov.au
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Business Psychology in the Workplace
Covid-19 had a massive impact globally and remains
an ongoing concern. The pandemic undoubtedly
changed the world in so many ways whereby it has
dominated our lives, communities, businesses and
politics. It resulted in a seismic shift in the way that we
approach the workplace; it turns out that people can
be trusted to work at home and are frequently far more
productive as a result. The employee and their
requirements have become central to business success,
and those organizations that have pivoted to adopt this
philosophy have reaped the rewards. 

Effective businesses and organizations are becoming
more agile, team-oriented and efficient. This
necessitates critical shifts in the way we understand
and run organizations. Business Psychology offers insight
into productivity, team building, business leadership and
culture. With an understanding of leading and
management skills from a psychological perspective,
organizations can make the most effective use of their
employees, ensuring they can do their jobs to the best
of their abilities as they are happy and engaged.
Happy employees are productive employees which
equate to business success but what results in most
satisfaction for employees is not always obvious and
can be highly context-dependent and situation-
specific.

Business psychology provides the opportunity to
understand the idiosyncratic nature of the employee-
business relationship. Identifying the circumstances that
allow a person in the organization to lead with clarity
and realize ambitious business goals. Business
Psychology is the systematic study of individuals, groups
and organizations to create high-performing businesses
that engender high levels of outcomes for all
stakeholders, including employees, shareholders and the
community. 

 

Organizational structures that embrace Business
Psychology are more creative, productive and resilient.
Such organizations prove to be the sector leaders,
setting industry standards by reducing employee
turnover, increasing employee productivity and reducing
costs. Recognizing that people are an organization’s
most important asset. 

For example, since 2015, the University of Newcastle
(Australia) has launched the Master of Business
Psychology program, which is also currently conducted
at the Newcastle Australia Institute of Higher Education
(Singapore). The program will give insight to those
seeking to advance their leadership and management
skills from a psychological perspective. It aims to
enhance performance and well-being in the corporate
world through an advanced understanding of human
behaviour and how this can be applied to manage
workplace relationships and develop specialized skills in
applied psychology and organizational behaviour. It is
suitable for graduates from different degrees and
disciplines, as long as they look forward to enhancing
their leadership and management skills in their
workplace. The first intake will commence on 22 August
2022. Students will be eligible for up to a 50% bursary
grant.

In summary, psychology can foster healthy and successful
organizations, enabling employees to move beyond
survival to flourishing meaningfully in their careers.
People thrive when they are happier, setting higher goals
and persisting longer to reach them. Such employees
experience less stress and fatigue, and show better team
cooperation and problem-solving which ultimately leads
to a productive and successful business and
organization. Understanding the Psychology within the
business is a winning formula for individuals,
organizations and society.
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https://www.newcastleaustralia.edu.sg/
https://www.newcastle.edu.au/
https://www.newcastle.edu.au/
https://www.newcastle.edu.au/singapore/future-students/degrees/degrees/master-of-business-psychology-part-time
https://www.newcastle.edu.au/singapore
https://www.newcastle.edu.au/singapore
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Thursday 28 Jul 2022 Thur) |  7pm SGT

Come & join us for a chill & relaxing
evening of networking and getting
to know the AAS Management
Committee - Raj Kurup (JCU), Noel
Ng & Richard Ngo (both alumni of
the University of Tasmania).

Kindly note: Participants will pay for
their own drinks.  

For more information & to Register, 
please scan on Whatsapp QR Code 

AAS BEER & BRAINS SESSION
by Raj, Noel & Richard
Venue: Mandala Club, 31 Bukit Pasoh Rd, Singapore 089845
Google Map

JULY BEACH CLEAN UP
by OCEAN PURPOSE PROJECT
Saturday 30 July 2022 | 9AM

For more information  & to Register, please
scan the Whatsapp QR Code and join AAS

Sustainability Social Interest Group

UPCOMING EVENTS

TreasurerChair of EventsPresident

https://maps.app.goo.gl/88RVJpBLVMLLRhy89


Saturday, 9 July 2022  |  6.30am SGT 

For more information and to Register,
please scan the Whatsapp QR Code
and join the AAS Cycling Social
Interest Group below.
     

MACQUARIE  UNIVERS ITY  ALUMNI  V ICE  -
CHANCELLOR RECEPT ION -  S INGAPORE

ANDAZ S INGAPORE ,  GARDEN STUDIO,  5  FRASER  STREET ,
S INGAPORE 18935

WEDNESDAY 13  JULY  2022 ,  7PM -  9PM
 

Macquar ie  Un i ve r s i t y  and  the  S ingapore  A l umn i  Chapter  i nv i te
you  to  jo in  Pro fes sor  S .  B ruce  Dowton ,  V ice-Chance l lo r  and

Pres iden t ,  Macquar ie  Un i ve r s i t y  fo r  an  even ing  o f  ce lebrat ion  o f
ou r  a l umn i  and  broader  Macquar ie  Un i ve r s i t y  commun i t y  once

coming  together  aga in  i n  S i ngapore .   

AAS CYCLING INTEREST GROUP MONTHLY MEETUPAAS CYCLING INTEREST GROUP MONTHLY MEETUP
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REGISTER HERE

https://event.mq.edu.au/mq-alumni-vc-reception-singapore/registration/Site/Register
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REGISTER NOW
REGISTER NOW

REGISTER NOW

https://events.cpaaustralia.com.au/event/0188b590-82b4-4140-9c85-5d6b9217ef90/summary
https://events.cpaaustralia.com.au/event/2442f93d-74ce-4aca-9411-2a5a47dca574/summary
https://events.cpaaustralia.com.au/event/f5185d5e-d26f-46e2-bdf0-90c561c9281a/summary


REGISTER NOW
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https://cpaaustralia.webex.com/mw3300/mywebex/default.do?nomenu=true&siteurl=cpaaustralia&service=6&rnd=0.8064222338896571&main_url=https%3A%2F%2Fcpaaustralia.webex.com%2Fec3300%2Feventcenter%2Fevent%2FeventAction.do%3FtheAction%3Ddetail%26%26%26EMK%3D4832534b00000005e798be2e679b8510289468aded4564499445b2d5234972776fddbc8d5437dfc2%26siteurl%3Dcpaaustralia%26confViewID%3D228154358024840164%26encryptTicket%3DSDJTSwAAAAXurC_g20lsCRLve3FnDE4HCgmCmeFg0EiSiicp36ZcDw2%26


Ms Constance Singam is a writer and civil
society leader. Constance has led women's
organisations, co-founded civil society groups,
been a columnist in national publications, and
co-edited several books. 

Her nonfiction works include Re-Presenting
Singapore Women (2004) and The Art of
Advocacy in Singapore (2017). She has written
two memoirs including Never Leave Home
Without Your Chilli Sauce (2016), and three
children's books including Porter the
Adventurous Otter (2021).

She was inducted into the Singapore Women's
Hall of Fame in 2015.

Dr Jackie Huggins AMFAHA has spent four decades of working
across community, government and non government arenas. Her
involvement has been in the field and on many Boards. More
recently she has been the Co-Chair of the Treaty Advancement
Committee Qld. She was formerly the Co-Chair National
Congress of Australia’s First Peoples. 

She worked at the University of Queensland as Deputy Director,
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies Unit. Other highlights
include, Co-Chair Reconciliation Australia, Council for Aboriginal
Reconciliation, Commission for the Inquiry Into the Separation of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Children From Their Families,
Australian Heritage Commission, State Library of Queensland,
Telstra Foundation, Qld Centre for Domestic and Family Violence
Research, Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Studies, Cape York Girls Academy. She is an author and
historian and is currently working in this area.

Latest appointments include First Nations Strategic Advisory
Group, Disability Royal Commission, National Patron Justice
Reform Initiative, First Nations Advisory Committee Australian War
Memorial, Co-Chair National Apology Foundation, First Nations
Messaging Project Australian Progress.
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Dr Huggins is the Patron First Nations
Writer’s Network. Her books include
Auntie Rita, Sistergirl – with a new
edition published in early 2022 and
Jack of Hearts: QX11594 her latest
book.

She has written numerous chapters and
articles in history and women’s studies
journals and books.

In conversation with 
Dr Jackie Huggins 

&
Ms Constance Singam

Come and join us for a discussion with

Dr Jackie Huggins, Indigenous Australian writer and historian

& Ms Constance Singam, Singaporean writer and civil society leader Date: T
Time

Venue: Singapore Council of Women's Organisation,
Function room, 96 Waterloo St, Singapore 187967 

Dress code: Office Attire/ Smart Casual
RSVP: highcommissioner.singapore@dfat.gov.au

AM FAHA

Date: Tuesday, 12 July 2022
Time: 11.45am - 1.00pm



For more details and to register, please visit https://www.nationalgallery.sg/everpresent
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Save theSave theSave the Date Date Date



 PAST EVENTS
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Invest in Real Estate, Differently
Wednesday 22 June 2022

SPEAKER:  
OLIVER  S IAH
CEO &  Co-Founder  o f  F rax to r

Ta l k  wa s s h o r t  a n d  swee t ,
c o n c i s e  a n d  t o  t h e p o i n t .

S p e a k e r  wa s h um o r o u s  a n d
e n t e r t a i n i n g .  L o c a t i o n  i s

g o o d .  Te am i s  we l l  o r g a n i s e d
a n d  e n g a g i n g .

 

-  A t tendee ' s  Feedback

Sponsors

Event Sponsor: Venue Sponsor: Official Wine Sponsor:

https://www.fraxtor.com/


Networking
after the talk

 
PAST EVENTS
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Invest in Real Estate, Differently
Wednesday 22 June 2022

For  more  photos ,  v i s i t  ou r
Facebook  page here

https://www.facebook.com/AASorg/posts/pfbid026qdUqBdgoMe3MFeFZKKbcXNHaMgcHbbkarWABEs9xizd2q4NVyccCysCGTpo2yQ4l?__cft__[0]=AZWReoIcYp7ZB1XcY9qj_FQkkeL15OsPVx9HHPG90A1eHyA8j0lVfofIXA8NKp87ziYHbfhgtEVwL56WL0zXudQiYNeUgQ3bOkKHUdQqomsMIJO0HYWHqg302U7pMaK9iabkHlP-8EDOUJY9oGpr6IZ39MyL2V654FdhCYK-DeFUy7Egd-uM9S_uudZg1t61TGIuA3hchukV0gB3SDd7lioz&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
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Scan or click the link to join & connect with like minded AAS members

If you would like to form lead an interest group, please 
feel free to contact secretariat@aas.org.sg 

LINKLINKLINK

LINKLINK LINK

mailto:secretariat@aas.org.sg
https://www.facebook.com/groups/430931117990060/?ref=share
https://chat.whatsapp.com/Djlaqtb8bZtBiTEfK3McAj
https://chat.whatsapp.com/DbonsmGDkCaEGBm8KwzlsL
https://chat.whatsapp.com/EvJNkWDmzEKAgdwjnHP0lq
https://chat.whatsapp.com/EEolEo3K7LDGZukPttrNgT
https://chat.whatsapp.com/G1uCNxgKvxiAQkvuIvhthS


Cl i ck  HERE   t o  l ea rn  more  about  G lueUp .  

Ordinary / Associate Ordinary / Associate

Ordinary / Associate Ordinary / Associate

Platinum

Silver Silver

Gold

Ordinary / AssociateSilver

FLASH YOUR AAS MEMBERSHIP CARD VIA GLUEUP APP & ENJOY ALL THE EXCLUSIVE DISCOUNTS 

GoldOrdinary / Associate

Silver

Ordinary Associate

https://aas.glueup.com/membership/3183/apply/application-details/
https://aas.glueup.com/membership/3184/apply/application-details/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LOkdpGAGUpovBa9TK7Rn4BqtzDP5wRXk/view?usp=sharing
https://aas.glueup.com/membership/3183/apply/application-details/
https://aas.glueup.com/membership/3183/apply/application-details/
https://aas.glueup.com/membership/6368/apply/application-details/
https://aas.glueup.com/membership/9615/apply/application-details/
https://aas.glueup.com/membership/9615/apply/application-details/
https://aas.glueup.com/membership/9695/apply/application-details/
https://aas.glueup.com/membership/3184/apply/application-details/
https://aas.glueup.com/membership/3184/apply/application-details/
https://aas.glueup.com/membership/9697/apply/application-details/
https://aas.glueup.com/membership/9616/apply/application-details/
https://aas.glueup.com/membership/9616/apply/application-details/
https://aas.glueup.com/membership/9696/apply/application-details/
https://aas.glueup.com/membership/11605/apply/application-details/
https://aas.glueup.com/membership/11605/apply/application-details/
https://aas.glueup.com/membership/11604/apply/application-details/
https://aas.glueup.com/membership/11614/apply/application-details/
https://aas.glueup.com/membership/11614/apply/application-details/
https://aas.glueup.com/membership/11616/apply/application-details/
https://aas.glueup.com/membership/11985/apply/application-details/
https://aas.glueup.com/membership/11985/apply/application-details/
https://aas.glueup.com/membership/11986/apply/application-details/


AAS MEMBERSHIP BENEFITSAAS MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS   
E X C L U S I V E  O F F E R S  &  D I S C O U N T S  F R O M  A A S '

 V A L U E D  P A R T N E R S  &  M E M B E R  E N T R E P R E N E U R S
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June 30th 



 
 
 

Individual / Group
Tennis Lessons 

by 
Coach Chris
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AAS Members who engages Ashton Legal for professional
immigration services will enjoy Exclusive Discounts.

Thomas Ang
University of Wollongong 

Founder & CEO 
StratGard and StratBiz

https://ashtonlegal.com.au/our-services/


Seah Street Entrance
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AAS Members who engages Ashton Legal for professional
immigration services will enjoy Exclusive Discounts.

Loh Suet Huay
University of Newcastle 
Founder 
Hong Huay Trading Pte. Ltd. 
(Operating the brand Best Value Mart)

www.bonvivantimporters.com

Jonathan Poh
University of Tasmania 
Founder 

www.bathfoundry.com

Fion Toh 
University of Tasmania
Founder
Bath Foundry 

http://www.bonvivantimporters.com/
http://www.bonvivantimporters.com/
https://www.bathfoundry.com/


AAS MEMBERS 
GETS 10% OFF* 

 

CATALOGUE 

Overall experience of at least 2 years in IT.
Experience in banking domain will be an advantage
Fresh Polytechnic graduates with IT certificate are
welcome to apply
Technical knowledge of Unix/Linux & Databases
Knowledge of SQL and Shell scripting will be an
advantage
Able to work in shifts
Must have an aptitude to learn & should be meticulous
Clear communication skills; both written and oral

AVP, L2 Team Lead (Digital Process),
Application Support, Institutional
Banking Group Technology,
Technology & Operations

Business Function
Group Technology and Operations (T&O) enables and
empowers the bank with an efficient, nimble and resilient
infrastructure through a strategic focus on productivity,
quality & control, technology, people capability and
innovation. In Group T&O, we manage the majority of the
Bank's operational processes and inspire to delight our
business partners through our multiple banking delivery
channels.

Responsibilities
Responsible for the daily IT Operations for application
systems to ensure high availability
Provide technical expertise to facilitate investigation of
technical issues.
Attend to user tickets within defined SLA
Perform incident investigation and root cause analysis in
collaboration with other application teams.
Facilitate meetings with stakeholders. Manage
coordination at a local and international level with users
where required
Prepare implementation plans and upgrading schedules
for application
Coordinate with Application Development team to
successfully deploy software releases in Production
environments
Participate in knowledge sharing within the team.

Requirements

JOB OPPORTUNITIES
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Lead the team of Talent Advisors in providing value-
added partnership by understanding special talent
needs through a consultative approach and advising
accordingly
Partner with Senior HR Relationship Managers,
Department Heads and Hiring Managers to plan and
implement souring and recruitment strategies to support
business growth
Build knowledge of key markets and develop passive
candidates pool and future talent pipeline
Act as a change agent to ensure smooth adoption of
initiatives and facilitate communication within the team
Formulate strategy on recruitment and selection
processes to uphold the effectiveness of talent
acquisition and improve hiring managers/candidates
experiences
Adopt data driven methodology and leverage data to
review effectiveness and tweak hiring initiatives
Develop and advocate the employer brand and
penetration into key talent segments
Lead and participate in various assigned HR related
projects

Degree in Human Resources Management, Business
Administration or related disciplines
Min 10 years of relevant experience with at least 2
years in people management role.
Possess strong leadership and coaching skills.
Possess strong stakeholder management skills, ensuring
a strong cadence of communications and provide a
high-level partnership with the hiring managers.
Be a self-starter with initiative, enthusiasm and drive.
Thrive on change and enjoy the challenge and rewards
of working in a fast paced, dynamic and growing
environment.
Be an effective communicator with good written and
verbal skills.

Team Lead, Talent Acquisition Group

Business Function

Group Human Resources has the important role of
attracting, retaining, and nurturing talent to ensure that
DBS continues to be a competitive employer in Asia. With a
well-established team of HR partners, we support and
deliver effective people-based solutions and services
across businesses. Our goal is to build a high-performance
organisation by empowering and engaging our employees.
Because we believe that banking is about people. We are
looking for a Team Lead, Talent Acquisition with strong
leadership and the right attitude and ability to employ
creative and innovative methods to help us find the right
talent. Reporting into the Talent Acquisition Team Head,
you will lead a team of Talent Advisors and work closely
with key stakeholders from a number of line business, HR
business partners, HR specialists etc for related
recruitment strategy of the allocated portfolios.

Responsibilities: 

Requirements

Ramasubramanian  Kr i shnan
A lumn i  o f  Un i ve r s i t y  o f  Newcas t le

h t tps ://www. l i nked in .com/in/ramasubraman i
an-k r i shnan-aa665b16/

https://www.chezcakebistro.com.sg/products
https://www.chezcakebistro.com.sg/products
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2659583710/?alternateChannel=search&refId=piSvIw3adNPlWWPM%2BrgGrw%3D%3D&trackingId=683Xi%2BVmZ8cyUhU%2FLnTJ6g%3D%3D&trk=d_flagship3_search_srp_jobs
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2659583710/?alternateChannel=search&refId=piSvIw3adNPlWWPM%2BrgGrw%3D%3D&trackingId=683Xi%2BVmZ8cyUhU%2FLnTJ6g%3D%3D&trk=d_flagship3_search_srp_jobs
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2659583710/?alternateChannel=search&refId=piSvIw3adNPlWWPM%2BrgGrw%3D%3D&trackingId=683Xi%2BVmZ8cyUhU%2FLnTJ6g%3D%3D&trk=d_flagship3_search_srp_jobs
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2659583710/?alternateChannel=search&refId=piSvIw3adNPlWWPM%2BrgGrw%3D%3D&trackingId=683Xi%2BVmZ8cyUhU%2FLnTJ6g%3D%3D&trk=d_flagship3_search_srp_jobs
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https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2659583710/?alternateChannel=search&refId=piSvIw3adNPlWWPM%2BrgGrw%3D%3D&trackingId=683Xi%2BVmZ8cyUhU%2FLnTJ6g%3D%3D&trk=d_flagship3_search_srp_jobs
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2659583710/?alternateChannel=search&refId=piSvIw3adNPlWWPM%2BrgGrw%3D%3D&trackingId=683Xi%2BVmZ8cyUhU%2FLnTJ6g%3D%3D&trk=d_flagship3_search_srp_jobs
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2659583710/?alternateChannel=search&refId=piSvIw3adNPlWWPM%2BrgGrw%3D%3D&trackingId=683Xi%2BVmZ8cyUhU%2FLnTJ6g%3D%3D&trk=d_flagship3_search_srp_jobs
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2659583710/?alternateChannel=search&refId=piSvIw3adNPlWWPM%2BrgGrw%3D%3D&trackingId=683Xi%2BVmZ8cyUhU%2FLnTJ6g%3D%3D&trk=d_flagship3_search_srp_jobs
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2659583710/?alternateChannel=search&refId=piSvIw3adNPlWWPM%2BrgGrw%3D%3D&trackingId=683Xi%2BVmZ8cyUhU%2FLnTJ6g%3D%3D&trk=d_flagship3_search_srp_jobs
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2659583710/?alternateChannel=search&refId=piSvIw3adNPlWWPM%2BrgGrw%3D%3D&trackingId=683Xi%2BVmZ8cyUhU%2FLnTJ6g%3D%3D&trk=d_flagship3_search_srp_jobs
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2659583710/?alternateChannel=search&refId=piSvIw3adNPlWWPM%2BrgGrw%3D%3D&trackingId=683Xi%2BVmZ8cyUhU%2FLnTJ6g%3D%3D&trk=d_flagship3_search_srp_jobs
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2659583710/?alternateChannel=search&refId=piSvIw3adNPlWWPM%2BrgGrw%3D%3D&trackingId=683Xi%2BVmZ8cyUhU%2FLnTJ6g%3D%3D&trk=d_flagship3_search_srp_jobs
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2659583710/?alternateChannel=search&refId=piSvIw3adNPlWWPM%2BrgGrw%3D%3D&trackingId=683Xi%2BVmZ8cyUhU%2FLnTJ6g%3D%3D&trk=d_flagship3_search_srp_jobs
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2659583710/?alternateChannel=search&refId=piSvIw3adNPlWWPM%2BrgGrw%3D%3D&trackingId=683Xi%2BVmZ8cyUhU%2FLnTJ6g%3D%3D&trk=d_flagship3_search_srp_jobs
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2659583710/?alternateChannel=search&refId=piSvIw3adNPlWWPM%2BrgGrw%3D%3D&trackingId=683Xi%2BVmZ8cyUhU%2FLnTJ6g%3D%3D&trk=d_flagship3_search_srp_jobs
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2659583710/?alternateChannel=search&refId=piSvIw3adNPlWWPM%2BrgGrw%3D%3D&trackingId=683Xi%2BVmZ8cyUhU%2FLnTJ6g%3D%3D&trk=d_flagship3_search_srp_jobs
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2659583710/?alternateChannel=search&refId=piSvIw3adNPlWWPM%2BrgGrw%3D%3D&trackingId=683Xi%2BVmZ8cyUhU%2FLnTJ6g%3D%3D&trk=d_flagship3_search_srp_jobs
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2659583710/?alternateChannel=search&refId=piSvIw3adNPlWWPM%2BrgGrw%3D%3D&trackingId=683Xi%2BVmZ8cyUhU%2FLnTJ6g%3D%3D&trk=d_flagship3_search_srp_jobs
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2659583710/?alternateChannel=search&refId=piSvIw3adNPlWWPM%2BrgGrw%3D%3D&trackingId=683Xi%2BVmZ8cyUhU%2FLnTJ6g%3D%3D&trk=d_flagship3_search_srp_jobs
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2659583710/?alternateChannel=search&refId=piSvIw3adNPlWWPM%2BrgGrw%3D%3D&trackingId=683Xi%2BVmZ8cyUhU%2FLnTJ6g%3D%3D&trk=d_flagship3_search_srp_jobs
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2659583710/?alternateChannel=search&refId=piSvIw3adNPlWWPM%2BrgGrw%3D%3D&trackingId=683Xi%2BVmZ8cyUhU%2FLnTJ6g%3D%3D&trk=d_flagship3_search_srp_jobs
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2659583710/?alternateChannel=search&refId=piSvIw3adNPlWWPM%2BrgGrw%3D%3D&trackingId=683Xi%2BVmZ8cyUhU%2FLnTJ6g%3D%3D&trk=d_flagship3_search_srp_jobs
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2659583710/?alternateChannel=search&refId=piSvIw3adNPlWWPM%2BrgGrw%3D%3D&trackingId=683Xi%2BVmZ8cyUhU%2FLnTJ6g%3D%3D&trk=d_flagship3_search_srp_jobs
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2659583710/?alternateChannel=search&refId=piSvIw3adNPlWWPM%2BrgGrw%3D%3D&trackingId=683Xi%2BVmZ8cyUhU%2FLnTJ6g%3D%3D&trk=d_flagship3_search_srp_jobs
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2659583710/?alternateChannel=search&refId=piSvIw3adNPlWWPM%2BrgGrw%3D%3D&trackingId=683Xi%2BVmZ8cyUhU%2FLnTJ6g%3D%3D&trk=d_flagship3_search_srp_jobs
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2659583710/?alternateChannel=search&refId=piSvIw3adNPlWWPM%2BrgGrw%3D%3D&trackingId=683Xi%2BVmZ8cyUhU%2FLnTJ6g%3D%3D&trk=d_flagship3_search_srp_jobs
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2659583710/?alternateChannel=search&refId=piSvIw3adNPlWWPM%2BrgGrw%3D%3D&trackingId=683Xi%2BVmZ8cyUhU%2FLnTJ6g%3D%3D&trk=d_flagship3_search_srp_jobs
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Australian Catholic University
Australian National University
Avondale University
Bond University
Carnegie Mellon University (Australia campus)
Central Queensland University
Charles Darwin University
Charles Sturt University
Curtin University
Deakin University
Edith Cowan University
Federation University Australia
Flinders University
Griffith University
James Cook University
La Trobe University
Macquarie University
Monash University
Murdoch University
Queensland University of Technology
RMIT University
Southern Cross University

AAS' VALUED UNIVERSITY PARTNERS

PLATINUM

SILVER

AAS' VALUED TERM SPONSORS

DIAMOND GOLD

SILVER

OFFICIAL WINE

GOLD

10 ANSON ROAD
#26-08 INTERNATIONAL PLAZA

SINGAPORE 079903
 

TEL: +65 9295-7977
 

MEDIA CONTACT:
SECRETARIAT@AAS.ORG.SG

 

Swinburne University of Technology
Torrens University Australia
University of Adelaide
University of Canberra
University of Divinity
University of Melbourne
University of New England
University of New South Wales
University of Newcastle
University of Notre Dame Australia
University of Queensland
University of South Australia
University of Southern Queensland
University of the Sunshine Coast
University of Sydney
University of Tasmania
University of Technology Sydney
University of Western Australia
University of Wollongong
Victoria University
Western Sydney University

https://www.instagram.com/australian_alumni_singapore/
https://www.facebook.com/AASorg/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/10681928/
mailto:SECRETARIAT@AAS.ORG.SG

